
PS 204 

November 2022   

SLT Meeting 

 

Started at 2:45 and Adjourned at 3:45pm 

Attendance  

Roseann Sainato; Josephine Cangelosi; Rose Compoccia; Jaime Pei; Brittany Bugge;  

Debra Thompson; Jennifer Amato; Jennifer Morabito; Maria Cangelosi; Michele Bennett; Laura 

Bonomolo; David Nielson; Annemarie Giuffre 

 

Mrs. Sainato welcomed everyone.  
 
October minutes approved.  Just spelling and adjust AllBlock explanation 
 
Marking pd ended Nov 10th and we began marking pd2 
Dec 5th report cards distributed.  
D20 updated the grading policy. Families will receive the policy within the next week. Not massive 
changes. Only change is district wide category rates. 45% of students grade, 25% is assignments, took 
away participation, added projects 25%. Homework is 5%. For report cards there has been a shift. Grades 
2 to 5 receive percentage and grades Kindergarten and 1 get 1 to 4. 1 below grade level standards. 2 
approaching grade level standards, 3 meeting standards and 4 exceeds. If you’re in grades 3 to 5. Overall 
subject categories are overall percentage. But subgroups can be given a 1 to 4 rating. 65 and above is 
passing. 64 below is failure.  
 
C30 level 2. Mrs. Sainato thanks members who joined. It was a great turnout. Picked 5 candidates. Top 3 
have been invited to attend. Level 2 process will be tomorrow. The 3 candidates will observe a classroom 
lesson. They will score the teacher's performance using the Danielson Rubric. 
 
Middle school admission applications, thanks to Mrs. Bonomolo and Salina for doing the virtual sessions. 
Deadline to submit is Dec 1st or to make changes to applications.  
 
As of now 30 families have not submitted nor opened accounts. Salina is calling families and inviting them 
to the school to help them.  
 
EL education completed 1st cycle of continuous improvement. Mrs. Zeller- focused on grades 3 to 5. All 
Block- teachers in each grade gave them feedback implementing All Block. Told them where to improve. 
Teachers did a wonderful job for something new. They had different stations, independent work and 
teacher led group or kids were with partners. This piece was missing for EL and now that we put it all 
together it should improve student performance.  
 



Implementing city wide Dr. Pretto is making a focus D20 Civics for All, DOE put forth this, critical thinking 
about our country , real life issues happening. Having a voice - be the way to fix the problem. Lessons 
embedded in the SS pd. Soap Box NYC. 2 kids will present speeches about city wide and community issue 
and solutions how to address the issues. June they can potentially move to district wide Soap Box 
presentation. Mrs. Bonomolo and Mrs. Raccioppo oversee it. As we cont. to give further info. At SLT and 
PTA meeting 
 
Computer Science for All initiative. Expand computer science exposure. Mrs. Eckman a lot of robotics 
coding. It’s the New wave. Thinking like a Computer, learn how things are broken down expand thinking 
critically. Students participate in computer science for all.  Chosen 1st, 4th and 5th grade teachers are also 
participating by integrating into curriculum. Have been trained on a coding program named Scratch. 
Record yourself, presentation, integrate in the EL curriculum. Goal entire school and city is involved by 
2024. Schoolwide by next year.  
 
Dessa- assesses social and emotional competencies. Deadline is Dec 2nd. Move on to tier interventions. 
Look at score. Sanford Harmony is program we use. Look at ratings and do more tier 1 and 2, 3 is with 
guidance counselors.  
 
Mrs. Bennett reviewed our city school scores. City dropped in Math. City creating Math Institutes. One AP 
to attend monthly AP meetings. They observe math lessons and bring back the needs and changes with 
math curriculum. Better prepare our students. Today was session 2. Overall shifts with math standards, 
Ms. Agro is math coach. Working with 5th grade departmentalized teachers - Ms. Ebro, Mrs. Tedone and 
Mrs. Speziale - Re-sequenced the math standards in order to fit and reshuffle them before the NYS math 
exam. A lot of standards were not met during state test time. Will be better well prepared. New 
curriculum standards earlier in the year. Math institute work will focus on developing conceptual 
understanding.  
If we are expecting students to use mathematical processes, Teachers must be able to do it too. Created 
vertical Math team with teachers from every grade and take all the info Mrs. Bonomolo will share. Need 
to make sure we do math this way. Go Math was very easy and computational. Made the shift to Eureka. 
Eureka is approaching math instruction more conceptually - doing more word problems. Engaging 
different strategies. Not doing regular math. Shouldn’t affect us drastically as we have been doing this 
type of math for a few years.  
 
CEP- Mrs. Bennett- updates. Beginning in the progress monitoring. Currently CEP’s were due Oct 28th. We 
were approved. Feedback from Dr. Petto. Based on its slight revisions. Next step to make sure we check 
everything. Nov 30th is next pd. I- Ready can be used to monitor progress. Dr. Pretto would rather it be 
state goals - Don’t use I-Ready goals. We did revise the goal where we need to be by the end of the year. 
Up 65.3% for students with disabilities. 15.5%  
Math student with disabilities  
 
Continue to see our state data grow. We want to close the gap. We wanted to grow ELA and Math - 
increase by 3% and students with disabilities and ELL’s by 5%.  2nd feedback with action plan. Specified we 
wanted to make sure ongoing walk throughs to see the effectiveness the teachers needed to do. A way to 
see is classroom observations and in student achievement.  
 
Progress monitoring window- what we did administer, I ready Math and ELA whole school, Acadiance for 
Kinder to 2nd Baseline data. But in June the students finished in I-Ready at 60% for both. For EL’s where 



we finished in June was much higher than where we are in Sept. If you’re already above exceeding the 
standards you wont be able to have scores that match. Right now, 33% at Math and 24% in ELA.  
We are not required to enter the CEP progress monitoring -school in good standing.  
Acadiance measures where we are supposed to be right now and not in past.  
Continuing to do work with standards and planning. Make sure state exams are working towards next 
generation learning standards. Prioritize, Oct 24th to 26th  
 
 
 
 
Important dates:  
Nov 17 PTA meeting and Dr. Pretto will be part of it-  
Nov 24-25th Thanksgiving recess 
Dec 1st  5th grad and pic retake day. Seniors to take pics in gown. Uniformed in yearbook. By Nov 23rd note 
to teacher retaking pics.  
Dec 5th report cards 
Dec 9th Festival of Lights 
Dec 14 SLT meeting 
Dec 26 to 22nd winter recess 
 
 
 
 


